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Now new could Wise have written his article exceFt ty 	 refere,7.;,-,,: 
to such things in !'ve mentioned from the List which provided mr= much of tt 
meteriall TtAr. it was not accidental becomes even core clear when it ts seen 
that he strained to include every item In the list useful to tas slant of 
Article. 4xemple: his reference to Ilevestigation concern/re telephone 
found cm the 47th page of0rwald'e address book'-"(CD 971)". If me was not 

wny include this item when Osweld'e address book, all pages, has been DteT: 
for all to read for over three years in vol. 10,7 

Some good migh",,come of the article, however. Through a stupid, careless 
slip Wise states 'Some months ago the QA attempted to suppress the list because 
it contains the titles of 50 secret CIA documents, but by then it was too late. 
The archives declined to classify a document that had teen public for several 
sanths." If this dal happen, consider the implicattone of the *vent. Once tne 
"seceet" was out, it was out: therefore any further interest could only to 
ally directed against its becoming more widespread, is, in non-intelligence areas. 
Or, more specifiCally, amongst the citirenry. An awseome slip, eh? If the _:-tic' e 
wan not provided by you in collatoration with Wise, It ensurers tat you have made 
a mistake. And if you did prepare the article jointly, then ydu have made an even 
greater mistake. 

Despite Such articles as Wise's (or ehould I say because cf thee) tr 
in number of people are mowing to realise that the fact of the assassination 1,] 
relatively less important than a study of the investigation which ensued from 
Today we are asking just Who is running this show? We always used to think 1_ 
was us, the people who vote. 

5traw polls an this are coming into vogue all over the country. A racer.: 
radio poll in this area (Tampa Bay area of Florida) shows 82% for reopening of 
the inveatigetion. Row, then, can it ooze about that no levestigation is forth-
coming? A why* (14) from each of the protestors throughout the nation could 
provide a million dollar funding for further investigation. Lift a pencil and 
figure it out for yourself. The cost of this letter (104 stamp) would be ten 
times my share of the burden in a million dollar reopening. If it is neither a 
money ouestion (clearly rediculousl nor a voter problem (likewise clearly red!c-.:- 
louts), then what is it?* 

;And in view of the seriousness of the issue, how does it case about - new 
it possible - that the SEP could still, today, publish such a transparently T:5- 
leading article? 

Yours truly, 

Steffen Sorensen 

cc : Numerous, numerous. 


